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Using Metaphors to Know the Conceptions about the Teaching Profession in Initial Teacher Education

Zoe Martínez-de-la-Hidalga, Lourdes Villardón-Gallego

University of Deusto

Abstract

The Conceptions about the teaching profession affect professional performance, and metaphors are a tool to identify them. In this qualitative study metaphors are used to gain insight into conceptions held by pre-service teachers, and their development during Initial Teacher Training in the Bachelor’s Degree in Primary Education. A total of 247 students participated in this cross-sectional study; 145 were first-year students, and 102 were fourth-year students. Participants were requested to submit a metaphor following the open-ended formula: “the teacher is like…. because…” In order to categorize their answers, we used an inductive method and calculated frequencies and percentages. Metaphors were grouped according to the following categories: a) Main Character; b) Support; c) Family; d) Social Agent e) Teaching; f) Importance. The most frequent category was Support, followed by Teaching and Family. First-year pre-service teachers referred to Family, Teaching and the Main Character role of teachers more often than students in their fourth year, whereas the latter allude more often than the former to the teachers’ role as providers of Support and as Social Agents. There is evidence of moving from a transmissive to a constructivist and transformative educational perspective, but there is no indication of any evolution towards a socioconstructivist outlook.
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Utilizando la Metáfora para Conocer las Concepciones sobre la Profesión Docente en la Formación Inicial del Profesorado

Zoe Martínez-de-la-Hidalga, Lourdes Villardón-Gallego

University of Deusto

Resumen

Las concepciones sobre la profesión son importantes porque afectan al desempeño. La metáfora es una herramienta para identificarlas. En esta investigación se utiliza la metáfora para conocer las concepciones de los estudiantes de profesorado y su evolución a lo largo de la formación inicial en el Grado de Educación Primaria. Es un estudio transversal en el que han participado un total de 247 estudiantes, 145 de primer curso y 102 de cuarto. Se les preguntó la metáfora de forma abierta: “el profesor es como … porque …”. Para categorizar las respuestas se siguió el método inductivo. Una vez establecidas éstas, se calcularon frecuencias y porcentajes. Las metáforas se agrupan en las siguientes categorías: a) protagonista; b) apoyo; c) familia, d) agente social; e) enseñanza y f) importancia. La más frecuente es el Apoyo, seguida de la Enseñanza y la Familia. Los estudiantes de primer curso hacen más referencia a la Familia, a la Enseñanza y al papel Protagonista del profesor que los de cuarto, y éstos hacen más referencia al Apoyo y al profesor como Agente Social que los de primero. Se percibe evolución de una perspectiva transmisiva de la enseñanza a una perspectiva constructivista y transformadora, pero no a una perspectiva socioconstructivista.

Palabras clave: identidad profesional, formación inicial de profesorado, metáfora, educación primaria, investigación cualitativa
Conceptions of teaching are a key part of professional identity. In this case, and based on the definition provided by Sexton (2008), professional identity can be defined as the subjective meaning of being a teacher in a specific context. The conceptions regarding the teaching profession can affect professional performance (McGrath, 2006; Mahlios, Massengill-Shaw and Barry, 2010); consequently, their impact on the quality of education and on teacher training makes them an important subject of study (Impedovo, 2016). Furthermore, beliefs regarding the teaching profession, which start coalescing during the early stages of students’ lives, shape both what is learned and how it is learned during initial teacher education; therefore, these beliefs must be identified (Farrell, 2006), most notably because one of the objectives of initial teacher education is the development of a system of reasoned beliefs that can substitute the unquestioned, unreasoned conceptions (Seferoglu, Korkmazgil and Ölcü, 2009) stemming in part from pre-service teachers’ own experience as students (Boyd, 2014).

Conceptions are not easy to measure or identify, because they are mostly implicit (Wegner and Nückes, 2015). However, metaphors are a valid resource to gather information on conceptions, as people use metaphors to provide structure to abstract concepts such as justice and spirituality, among others (Landau, Meier and Keefer, 2010), which makes them an important cognitive tool and an essential vehicle for communication (Nikitina and Furuoka, 2008). Metaphors act as lenses through which we perceive the world around us (Wegner and Nückes, 2015). Complex concepts can become simplified through metaphors, which helps understand both world and experience (Tait-McCutcheon and Drake, 2016). In essence, metaphors are windows that provide insight onto the way in which people conceptualize the world and reality (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980).

Wegner and Nückles (2015) remark that not all research interprets in the same way the cognitive theory on metaphors proposed by Lakoff and Johnson (1980). The “strong version” regards metaphors as constituting the conception itself, whereas the “weak version” considers metaphors to help express or identify an underlying conception based on shared features. Thus, metaphors are the source—usually something more specific and familiar—
that facilitates an understanding of the professional image, more abstract and harder to communicate.

It is interesting to interpret metaphors bearing in mind the distinction, as devised by Schön (1979) (cited by Vadeboncoeur and Torres, 2003), between generative or deep metaphors and superficial metaphors. The former are assumptions, of which we are often not fully aware, that sometimes limit our perceptions and our search for solutions. The latter, more explicit, provide clues that reveal the former; a new superficial metaphor can generate new perceptions and explanations. In the subject at hand, deep metaphors help understand the underlying discourse as teachers; the superficial ones, in turn, provide information regarding the process of building and reshaping the roles of teachers and teaching itself.

Many studies on education have used metaphors as tools to gather information. Most of them have focused on the conceptions of teachers or pre-service teachers regarding teaching and learning (Wegner and Nückles, 2015), as well as professional practice and the profession (Kramsch, 2003; Leavy, McSorley and Boté, 2007; Kasoutas and Malamitsa, 2009; Saban, Kocbeker and Saban, 2006). Others have focused on specific aspects of professional practice, such as educational supervision (Akan, Yalın and Yildirim, 2013) or educational institutions (Konakli and Gogus, 2013). Additionally, some studies have used metaphors to promote and study the evolution of conceptions related to a variety of aspects of professional performance throughout training in order to determine the efficacy of a specific training approach (Perry and Cooper, 2001; Akar and Yildirin, 2009; Farrell, 2006).

Emmerson and Mansvelt (2014) reviewed the classifications of metaphors related to teaching and learning. The simplest is Sfard’s (1998), who distinguishes only two: the category for acquisition, in which learning is described as the individual acquisition of knowledge, and the metaphor of participation, in which learning is conceived as participation in a learning community. Martínez, Sauleda and Huber (2001), in turn, describe three categories for metaphors: the category for metaphors that support a behavioral approach (representative of teaching-learning, in which students adopt a passive role); the one for metaphors that support a cognitive/constructivist approach, in which students adopt an active role in
the building of knowledge; and metaphors that support the sociohistorical perspective of social learning, which regards learning as happening in a community of practice, through dialogue and collaboration, rather than individually.

Pinnegar, Mangelson, Reed and Groves (2011), analyzed the metaphors of female applicants wishing to pursue teacher education in college, and they identified 12 roles of teachers: celebrity, creator, expert, friend, leader, learner, mentor, nurturer, performer, redeemer, scaffolder, and self-sacrificer.

There are no studies in our geographical area that use metaphors to study the professional conceptions of pre-service teachers and their evolution throughout training. Therefore, the goal of this study is to get to know, by use of metaphors, the conception of profession held by pre-service teachers in Bizkaia. Additionally, this study will analyze the differences that might exist between the ideas pre-service teachers have at the beginning of their training (1st year) and their ideas at the end of their initial teacher training (4th year), in order to determine how training affects the development of the professional image.

Method

Participants
The population comprises first-year students and final-year students in the Bachelor’s Degree in Primary Education at the Faculty of Psychology and Education of the University of Deusto (UD), as well as the UD-affiliated Begoñako Andra Mari (BAM).

The total sample of volunteering pre-service teachers is composed of 247 undergraduate students, of which 144 are women and 103 are men. The average age of the students taking part in the study was 20.6 years of age. The students in their first year of university had initiated their studies in the 2013-2014 school year, whereas the students in their fourth year finished their studies in the 2012-2013 school year.

The sub-sample of first-year students in the Bachelor’s Degree in Primary Education is composed of 145 students (Table 1).
Table 1

Sub-sample of first-year students, according to university, concentration and gender.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University</th>
<th>Concentration</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAM¹</td>
<td>Physical Education</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foreign Languages</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Curriculum</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UD²</td>
<td>Foreign Languages</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Special Education</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ BAM: Begoñako Andra Mari
² UD: University of Deusto

Of the 145 first-year undergraduate students that volunteered for the study, 54 belonged to the University of Deusto (37.24%) and 91 belonged to the Begoñako Andra Mari, the affiliated institution (62.76%); 75 were women (51.72%) and 70 were men (48.28%), which accurately reflects the real demographics of first-year students in the Bachelor’s Degree in Primary Education. The average age of the participants was 18.5 years of age.

Regarding the concentrations pursued by the participants, 50 students had chosen Physical Education (34.48%); 25 had elected a concentration on Curriculum (17.24%); 38 students had opted for Foreign Languages (26.21%); and, finally, 32 students had selected Special Education (22.07%).

The sub-sample of 4th year students in the Bachelor’s Degree in Primary Education, in turn, comprises 102 students (Table 2), of which 49 belonged to the University of Deusto (48.03%), whereas 53 belonged to Begoñako Andra Mari (51.97%). The participants were 69 women (67.65%) and 33 men (33.35%). Their average age was 22.7 years old.
Table 2
Sub-sample of fourth-year students, according to university, concentration and gender.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University</th>
<th>Concentration</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAM¹</td>
<td>Physical Education</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foreign Languages</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Curriculum</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UD²</td>
<td>Foreign Languages</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Special Education</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ BAM: Begoñako Andra Mari
² UD: University of Deusto

The 4th year students were pursuing the following concentrations: 20 students had opted for Physical Education (19.61%); 24 students had chosen the concentration on Curriculum (23.53%); 27 students pursued Foreign Languages (26.47%); and 31 students had selected to Special Education (30.39%).

Instruments
Metaphors were used in an open-ended on-line interview on the perception of the teaching profession. This study assumes the “weak version” (Wegner and Nückes, 2015) of the cognitive theory on metaphors (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980), which considers metaphors to be the means through which conceptions are expressed, by way of a comparative process that identifies certain similarities between the two (metaphor and conception). Consequently, when providing metaphors, participants are asked to also provide explanations. The question was formulated as follows: “Choose one metaphor that describes the figure of ‘teacher’ and explain why you have chosen it”.

Procedure
Upon garnering the approval to the research project from the ethics committee at the university, the managers from both institutions were contacted in order to explain the objectives of the study and request their collaboration. Subsequently, pre-service teachers were provided on-site
information regarding the study and its volunteer-based, anonymous nature. Those who decided to participate then completed the on-line interview.

First year students completed the questionnaire at the beginning of the school year, in September 2013. Fourth year students, in turn, completed the questionnaire when they had finished their training, in May 2013. Later, the ethical committee of the university granted its approval to the research project.

Data analysis
The principles of grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Trinidad, Carrero and Soriano, 2006) were applied to the analysis of answers; consequently, an inductive methodology was used, which established categories after the fact, according to the content of said answers. This analytic method allows the theory to emerge from the information gathered. ATLAS.ti 7.0 software was used to analyze the contents. After categorizing the answers, frequencies and percentages were calculated in each category for each cohort.

Results
The metaphors used by students of the Bachelor’s Degree in Primary Education to define teachers can be divided into six categories related to the teaching profession. These ideas on teachers are present both in first-year students (marked here with a lowercase “a”) and in fourth-year students (marked with an uppercase “A”), although percentages differ.

The metaphors contributed by the pre-service teachers can be arranged in the following categories: a) teachers as main characters; b) teachers as support; c) teachers as family; d) teachers as social agents; e) role of teaching; and, finally, e) importance of the profession.

In the total sample, Support (24,3%) and Family (20,6%) by themselves, already represent the conceptions of nearly half the students, who think of teachers as figures that accompany and support people in their development; and nearly one-fourth of participants (21,9%) emphasize Teaching as the main role for teachers. Importance of the profession is alluded to by 15,8%,
while 9.3% highlight the importance of teachers in students’ education. Finally, 6.1% considers them to be Social agents.

Table 3 features the frequencies and percentages obtained in each category of answers by participants in their first year and their fourth year of the Bachelor’s Degree in Primary Education.

Table 3
*Frequencies and percentages of answers in each category in 1st and 4th years*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>4th</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Agent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>24.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Character</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the data, the conception of teachers as SUPPORT is much more present at the end of teacher education (38.2%) than it is at the beginning (14.5%), which shows that throughout the Bachelor’s Degree students become more aware of the importance of this role in the teaching profession.

In the Support category, students have submitted metaphors that underscore the role of the teacher as Guide that bears in mind students’ realities, interests and differences. Hence, teachers are seen as “guides that must help students become aware of what they really like and are good at” (a94), “the key for students to be able to open different doors” (A40).

Many students consider the ultimate goal of education to be the transformation of students into autonomous people. The following image reflects that idea: “the branch that holds a worm, that, when ready to fly on
its own, transformed into a butterfly, lets go of it and follows its own path” (A73).

Other students have stressed the need for education to unveil the full potential of people. To that effect, teachers must perform their duties with care and dedication, tending and paying attention to their students. Different objects were used to portray this idea, such as “plant fertilizer; a complement that makes plants grow stronger and more secure” (A51); “salt flakes on a T-bone steak, that bring out the best in it” (A64), as well as jobs as “farmer” or “gardener” who must tend to the plants so that they grow and shine in all their glory.

These types of jobs make it necessary to determine the different types of plants to tend, as they have different needs, which refers to diversity in students and their different needs: “the farmer who grows his vegetables: lettuce, tomatoes, carrots, leeks, pumpkins… they are not all the same, so he is not going to tend to all of them in the same way. He will also be alert, watching whether everything is growing correctly, ready at all times to act if necessary” (a8).

Some participants consider teachers to be a resource on which to lean in their personal and academic development. The analogies used to convey this idea are “a walking stick” or “an outstretched hand”.

Some metaphors reflect a conception of teaching in which the teacher is the MAIN CHARACTER. There are two levels in this category. One level places teachers at the center of the training, development and fate of students, with metaphors linked to artisanal jobs of having to shape amorphous or raw materials, in reference to students, with metaphors such as “jeweler polishing a rough diamond” (a35), “hammer shaping red-hot iron” (A7), or “baker kneading the dough” (A55).

On a somewhat lower level of prominence but still being ascribed a determining role in the lives of students, there are metaphors in which teachers define students’ path as the only available option: “train engineer who has to drive all the students (the wagons) to their final destination” (A48); “the Pied Piper charming the animals with his music so that they will bend to his will…” (A45); or “a boat in the river, taking the students to the sea, which is knowledge” (a7).
The **TEACHING** category groups the metaphors referencing the teaching-learning process as the defining role of the teachers’ professional performance. This professional conception is more frequent in first-year students (24.1%) than in final-year students (18.6%), which means that there are other roles for teachers, such as support and guidance, that become more prominent throughout their training.

This group of metaphors encompasses different conceptions of teachers as sources of knowledge, as role models or as teaching professionals.

In this category, most of the answers (11% for first-year answers and 11.8% for final-year answers) refer to teachers as source of knowledge, people who teach and convey everything they know. Metaphors reflecting this conception describe teachers as “great library”, “hard disk drive”, “open book”, “computer”, “encyclopedia”, “sage” or “open dictionary”.

Besides being a source of knowledge, teachers are also seen as **role models** or references from which students learn. Some metaphors reflecting this idea of teachers as “models” are taken from natural phenomena that provide “a light that guides you in the development process” (A53, a111), such as “the North star” (a107), “the leading wake of a comet crossing the summer skies, which illuminates your path in the darkest hours of the night” (a116) or “the sun” (A8). Other images that reflect this idea of teachers are “the lighthouse that guides the sailors to a safe harbor” (A6) or “a movie, project it and then people will take what they want” (A71).

This category also encompasses answers referencing teachers as professionals that teach not only contents, but also other types of knowledge, such as **values and attitudes**: “an open book but with the ability to teach how to develop other things, such as abilities, that books don’t teach” (A11).

There were references to **FAMILY** figures or a close person in the metaphors of 30% of first-year students, whereas only 6.9% of the last-year students mentioned this aspect. Students undoubtedly highlight the importance of the affective dimension in education, but, as they undergo their teacher training, they become more aware of the need to acquire technical skills in order to become good teachers.

In the metaphors included in this category we can also find outlines of the familial educational model, with allusions to support and education, protection, discipline or commitment.
Along these lines, some metaphors allude to teachers as family members who not only teach, but also *educate and support* during students’ development: “someone you can lean on, like your mother” (a17); “teachers are like family, because they’re there in the good times and the bad, and they help us in everything, in addition to teaching us the necessary education” (a36).

Students are aware of the *affection* teachers inspire in students: “teachers are like pearls, because you are always very fond of your teacher when you’re a child” (a141); “a beloved person, like a mother” (a53).

Other answers link teachers to family figures who prepare for maturity: “a lion that has to teach its cubs how to survive on their own in nature and for that it shares its wisdom to face the diverse problems that could arise in their lives” (a42); “the animal that teaches its child to walk and defend against adversity” (A77).

Additionally, some metaphors associate teachers with family, underscoring *discipline* and order as educational models; in this respect, teachers are shown to be authoritative, although capable of affection: “teachers have an authority similar to that of mothers, because students must obey and follow the rules established by the teacher” (a102); “it’s like the alpha animal in a band of gorillas” (A9); “a mixture between father and big brother, because they help you when you need it the most, but there’s also that distance and respect of someone who teaches you what to do and know, as well as admiration” (a61).

Lastly, in this category, some metaphors make reference to teachers’ *selflessness*: “it’s like an Non Governmental Organization” (A37); “it’s like mothers, they give a lot and receive very little” (A75); “it’s like a sponge… that wrings itself so it can give others its best” (a91).

Several of the metaphors used by students refer to teachers as *SOCIAL AGENTS*. They portray teachers as scaffolding on which social structure leans, and as builders of society; they also mention the fact that teaching performance is affected by external factors. This type of answer is more prevalent among last-year students (9.8%) than among first-year students (3.5%); these results may indicate that throughout training students develop their social conscience and become more aware of teachers’ social repercussion.
Similes that reflect the idea of teachers as *scaffolding* on which society leans include “the skeleton of the society of tomorrow” (A18); “teachers are to society like foundations to a building” (A89); and “a pillar” (a28).

The images used to convey the conception of teachers as *builders* of society usually include design-related, technical jobs, geared towards providing solutions to diverse situations and needs: “engineers of future subjects” (a1); “architects of society; they must balance and calculate a building, which is, in this case, society” (a4).

Some students go even further and, through their metaphors, propound the idea that teachers must not confine themselves to providing a scaffolding for society, but must also contribute to its *improvement*. “A tree, that keeps its roots in the ground, keeping hold of the reality chanced on it, and striving to achieve daily goals. But the treetop looks to the skies, it has to dream up how it wants to change things so that they become better” (A49).

Some fourth-year students (n=7) have become aware of the need to take into consideration the *context* of professional performance; family environment, school, and the sociopolitical situation, are, after all, some of the elements that have either a positive or a negative influence on performance: “an elephant, who is king of the savannah, but without help from the herd (families, social environment) will most probably have trouble going on or will be ‘eaten’” (A5); “a chameleon that has to change colors continually, adapting to circumstances” (A43); “teachers are like design and décor, houses have common features such as power sockets, kitchen, bathroom, bed, electricity and also rules determined by laws, but ultimately we have to decorate and build taking into account the context, and the characteristics and needs of the person who is going to live in the house” (A88); “a spring that shares its very pure water among the various small wells, that will gradually become full with it and also with rainwater, in the same way that children are educated by teachers and parents and other figures; teachers are a great source of water for the children but not the only one” (a145).

Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the roles students ascribe to teachers in the education of the people of the future –as main characters, providers of support, teachers, and educators–, many metaphors reflect the *importance* of the profession (15.8%).
This importance shows different gradations; some consider it essential in the education of children, with similes such as “the wings of a bird; without them, the bird cannot fly; without the teacher, the child would have no wings to fly towards the future as a free bird” (a12); “like water, a basic necessity for life” (a27); “water and sun for a flower” (a26).

Some answers indicate that teachers provide the foundation for the development of people, because it provides the basis for it through education: “it’s the Beginning” (a25); “the roots of a tree that grows until it becomes a tall tree that reaches far, like many children end up becoming great doctors… with the help of teachers (roots)” (a31); “the foundation when building a house, because they teach you things you will use your whole life, essential to communicate with society” (a33); “if the foundations of a house are not well built, you will never be able to build a good house, it will be slanted, it will have issues… teachers are the same thing, they provide the basis for everything” (A34); “a pillar, because anyone who invents something revolutionary or discovers the cure for some illness first started with learning” (a28); “the legs of a table, without a good educational basis, there can be no lofty goals” (a29).

Recognition of teachers’ social responsibility, and the tasks and roles to perform, leads some participants to use metaphors that reflect the complexity of the job, even using fictional depictions: “a superhero” (a126); “a wizard… they have powers and strength for everything, or at least they should” (A10); “it’s like an all-in-one, they must know how to do everything; be doctors, journalists, communicators, nurses, psychologists, artists, gymnasts, musicians, engineers, etc.; often we have to heal students, help families, create artworks, paint, play instruments, sing…” (A93).

Finally, their impact on students and society makes continuous improvement a necessity, as described in the metaphor of a fourth-year student: “the mountaineer always wants to climb higher” (A21).

Discussion and Conclusions

This study has used metaphors to get to know the professional conception of initial teacher education students and its evolution through initial teacher training.
The metaphors advanced by students to describe teachers have been analyzed and, subsequently, six categories have been established, sorted according to prevalence: Support, Teaching, Family, Importance, Main Character and Social Agent.

Those six categories and their corresponding sub-categories encompass nearly all the roles of teachers as identified by Pinnegar, Mangelson, Reed and Groves (2011) in the metaphors by teacher training applicants, except for the role of teacher as learner, which has not been explicitly mentioned by the participants.

Nikitina and Furuoka (2008), after reviewing studies that employed metaphors to approach the conception of teachers and teaching, observed that certain images (teachers as father/mother and teachers as artists) feature in diverse educational and sociocultural contexts. Likewise, Massenhill-Shaw and Mahlios (2008) found that upbringing was one of the prevailing categories, as did Lin, Shein and Yang (2012). A study carried out with students in their fifth and eighth year of elementary school determined that, among the students, the most recurrent metaphor for teacher was that of father/mother (Karadag and Gültekin, 2012). It does seem that students of teacher training reach university with an assumed and unrealized conception of the profession, derived from their own experience as students or from their own culture (Palencia Villa, 2009), which ties to an interesting aspect to consider during training: prestige and the social conception of teaching.

The link between the teaching profession and familiar figures, either fatherly or motherly, is more usual in first-year undergraduate students, which could mean that, throughout their training, in addition to the affective side of teaching, students become more aware of the importance of acquiring technical skills required for their satisfactory professional performance. On that account, some students connect teachers to fathers or mothers because of the emotional bond, because of their selflessness or because they are a source of support, whereas other students create that connection because they consider teachers to be co-responsible for children’s education, and several others because teachers offer protection, like “a lion would to his cubs”. Some students also underscore order, respect and discipline, showing an autocratic vision of teachers (Seferoglu, Korkmazgil and Ölcü, 2009).

The awareness of the professional nature of teachers, which develops throughout training, involves the idea that teachers, as part of the educational
system, are agents of social construction and transformation, and are therefore of paramount importance. Social metaphors connected to this idea include technical professions such as “architect” or “engineer”. These results concur with the research carried out by Vadeboncoeur and Torres (2003), in which students in training, at the end of their studies, emphasize the role of teachers as social agents.

Metaphors provide a glimpse into different conceptions of teaching. Focusing on the classification devised by Martínez, Sauleda and Huber (2001), the metaphors submitted by the pre-service teachers can be regrouped according to the underlying model of education:

**Behaviorist/transmissive**

According to “locus of control” category (Buchanan, 2015), this conception includes a view of learning as teacher-centered (Thomson, 2015). They define teachers as “bakers”, “hammers” or “jewelers” who shape materials, which in turn represent students.

Teachers are again the center of the teaching process for students who consider them to be a source of knowledge, comparing them to “an encyclopedia” or “the Internet”, placing a greater weight on the transmission of subject-related knowledge rather than on other types of learnings.

Additionally, this perspective also includes students who assume there is one single possible path through which all students must be guided: “train engine pulling the wagons” or “boat that follows the river to the sea”.

The view of teachers as family members who protect, bring order and discipline and take on a “fatherly” role would also enter this perspective of teaching.

In this study, metaphors related to Family are much more prevalent in the first year than in the fourth year, and the number of first-year students submitting metaphors with teachers as being the Main Characters is also slightly larger than that of fourth-year students. There is no difference, however, in the percentage of students who consider teachers to be a source of knowledge.

In light of these results, it is safe to say that, throughout training, there is a decline in the transmissive conception of education, with teachers being the main characters and students only being passive agents in the process.
This result, however, contrasts with the results obtained by Mellado, Bermejo and Mellado (2012), who found a prevalence of this behaviorist conception of education in future Secondary School teachers at the end of their training. The fact that Secondary School teachers training students have first completed their undergraduate learning in other disciplines may account for that difference.

**Cognitive/Constructivist**
In this conception of education, learners take on an active role and teachers are companions who support and help in the process.

The Support category features metaphors that consider teachers to be guides and resources, whose objective is to create autonomous people who can develop their whole potential, which in turn requires diversity to be taken into account. The Teaching category includes metaphors that consider teachers to be references (North star, lighthouse), role models who guide students in their integral development.

For example, metaphors such as “key that helps open different doors” or “branch on which to lean until we can fly” consider teachers to be a resource on which one can lean, or a guide that ushers students in their development towards autonomy, which can follow different paths, reflect a constructivist leaning, that of student-centered teaching, focusing on individuality (Thomson, 2015). The conception of teachers as guides has surfaced in diverse studies (Seferogly, Korkmazgil and Ölcü, 2009; Yesilbursa, 2012).

Furthermore, from this perspective, a key task of teachers is the full development of each student’s potential. In this regard, teachers must be “gardeners” or “farmers”, “carefully tending to the plants so that they grow and shine in all their glory”. In the research carried out by Kalra and Baveja (2012), teacher training students also used metaphors such as “plants”, “flowers”, and “trees” to refer to learners.

Metaphors included in the Support category are far more abundant among last-year students than among first-year students, which indicates a shift throughout training, from a transmissive to a more constructivist conception of education. Namely, in this study, participants who have finished their training consider Support to be more important, along with Teaching, which, albeit commonly linked to the idea of teachers and
considered to be an important task, features somewhat more prominently among first-year students.

In a study carried out by López-Luengo, Torrego-Egido and Vallés-Rapp (2015) with Early Childhood Education teachers, as found in this study, there are more metaphors with emotional content at the beginning of training, and, as training advances, there is a prevalence of metaphors linked to leading and guidance roles.

The differences in frequency in the answers for each category among students at the beginning of their training and students at the end of their training denote the shifts that happen throughout the training process in their conception of teaching and teachers. These results concur with the findings by Akar and Yildirin (2009) in their research on aspiring teachers: before the implementation of training based on constructivist learning environments, aspiring teachers chose metaphors related to leadership and control, adopting a disciplinarian position; however, after the exposure to such learning environments, they included messages of cooperation and sensitization towards individual differences. This evolution, from a transmissive conception of teaching to a more constructivist conception, has also been identified in other studies (Leavy, McSorley and Boté, 2007; Seung, Park and Narayan, 2011; Tannehill and MacPhail, 2012; Krull, Koni and Oras, 2013).

Sociohistorical/Social Learning
Some of the included metaphors, especially among last-year students, reflect the importance of context on professional performance. Strikingly, however, no metaphors have been found with clear references to social learning through interaction. This result must, without a doubt, spark reflection among teacher educators regarding the need to explicitly mention this element during teacher training. These results concur with those obtained by Krull, Koni and Oras (2013), who didn’t find the conception of teaching to evolve towards a socioconstructivist outlook throughout initial teacher training. Sumsion (2003) suggests that the training curriculum itself could help perpetuate discourses and social conceptions regarding the figure of teachers.
The model of education underlying superficial metaphors matches generative metaphors. Vadeboncoeur and Torres (2003), in their research with student teachers, identified two conceptions of teaching that can also be inferred from the results of this study: transmissive teaching and transformative teaching. The former defends an authoritarian role for teachers, who are responsible of improving students through their care and the transmission of knowledge. The latter, in turn, maintains that education must necessarily lead to the empowerment of people and the promotion of change in society. The first step in this transformative teaching is the creation of a suitable environment, which is protective and full of opportunities for students to actively build knowledge. Transmissive education coincides with the behavioral vision, whereas transformative education corresponds to the constructivist and social vision. As Vadeboncoeur and Torres found in their research, fourth-year undergraduate students submit more metaphors linked to the transformative conception – with teachers as social agents – when compared to first-year students, which can be viewed as an effect of initial teacher training.

Some students, through their metaphors, highlight the importance of the figure of “teacher”, either because education provides the foundation and fosters the development of people, or because of the aforementioned transformative power that can reshape society.

But in order to achieve an understanding of teaching in all its complexity, it is necessary to account for the context itself in which it is practiced. The profession also requires the development of many competences; so much so, that some students use fictional characters to represent teachers as “wizards” or “superheroes”.

This complexity, along with the importance of the profession, leads directly to a clear need of teacher training that seeks to create excellent professionals, committed to their students and to society. And there can be no doubt that different conceptions of teaching entail different ways of practicing the profession, which is why it is important to become aware of our own conceptions, debate around them and reflect on them.

Consequently, it would be suitable to conclude that metaphors are an adequate tool to identify the diverse conceptions of teaching, and they are also a suitable resource to develop professional identity, if worked on deliberately (Kalra and Baveja, 2012; Tannehill and MacPhail, 2012), as a
way of overcoming conceptions of teaching derived from previous experiences as learners. This must be a central learning objective during initial teacher training due to the great influence those conceptions have on professional identity (Mahlios, Massengill-Shaw and Barry, 2010).

From a socioconstructivist standpoint, language is a tool to promote pre-service teachers’ cognitive development. More specifically, metaphors incorporate sociocultural and cognitive actions (Vygotsky, 2002); therefore, as metaphors help build representations of oneself and of the profession (Kramsch, 2003), they can be used during initial training (Perry and Cooper, 2001; Woollard, 2005). In this regard, reflection and dialogue on superficial metaphors can have a transformative effect on the teaching-related conceptions of teacher training students (Vadeboncoeur and Torres, 2003) and can provide a medium to connect teaching practice with theory (Leavy, McSorley and Boté, 2007). In fact, many studies have shown that working on metaphors helps modify conceptions on the teaching profession and teaching itself (Buaraphan, 2011; Sykes, 2011; Kim, 2012; Simon, 2013; Tait-McCutcheon and Drake, 2016).

In this study, the comparison between the metaphors at the beginning of training and those from the end of training has been cross-sectional, and not longitudinal. That is to say, there has not been a follow-up on the evolution of the professional image of the same cohort, gathering information at two different times; instead, information was gathered from two different cohorts, which introduces certain uncontrolled variables. Nevertheless, this study has provided insight into the professional conceptions that students hold and the differences found in these conceptions at different times in their initial teacher training.

It would be of interest to carry out a longitudinal study on the evolution of teaching-related conceptions through metaphors, both during initial teacher training and during the years of professional practice. Additionally, an analysis of the elements that motivate said shift or influence such an evolution, either contextually or deliberately during teacher training programs, could provide additional insight that would be of use when designing future curricula.

Lastly, the evidence that students, throughout their initial teacher training, have not acquired conscience of the importance of social and
situated learning, based on dialogue and interaction, should lead a reflection on the training program being implemented, in order to determine the reasons behind such results and devise proposals for improvement in this area, as evidence already exists on the potential of dialogue and interaction for learning and development (Soler, 2015). Furthermore, it could also be important to further the idea that teachers also learn through dialogue and interaction with their students.
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